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SANIT-ACTION CLEANER
Sanitizing cleaner for coated wood floors
DESCRIPTION

TECHNICAL DATA

5 Lt

CHEMICAL-PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS at 20°C (indicative values not constituting product specifications):

Dilution in water (everyday cleaning)

10%

Dilution in water (as a sanitizer)

1: 1

Recommended frequency of use

1-2 times a week

Application method

Cotton cloth, Vermeister
Mop

Stability and storage (in original, unopened containers stored in a
cool,dry place) months

12

Standard packaging (Lt)

1/5

APPLICATION
For everyday cleaning: dilute the product 10% in water (0.1 lt in 1 lt of water, about 2 capfuls for every
litre of water);
For sanitization: dilute the product to the ratio of 1:1 in water;
Soak a cotton cloth or Vermeister mop in the solution, wring out and wipe over the surface of the floor.
In the case of more obstinate stains or to sanitize hard surfaces deep down, pour the concentrated
product onto a damp cloth and rub.

NOTES
Store above freezing
Not classified as a disinfectant. It removes microorganisms mechanically.

Safety precautions. Keep the product in a tightly closed, upright container in a cool place away from sources of heat. The product is classified and
coded in compliance with EC Directives/regulations concerning hazardous substances. The information for the user is given in the relevant safety
sheet. Empty containers or those containing slight traces of the product must be disposed of in accordance with local regulations. VerMeister
S.p.A. guarantees that the details given in this sheet are provided to the best of the company’s technical-scientific knowledge and experience;
however, the company cannot be held responsible in any way for the results obtained with the products as the conditions of application are beyond
the company’s control. It is always advisable to check the suitability of the product to each specific circumstance. This sheet cancels and replaces
all previous editions.
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A quaternary ammonium salt-based sanitizer.
It acts in three ways: it sanitizes, deodorizes and cleans.
Based on quaternary ammonium salts, the composition of the product guarantees extensive, in-depth
sanitization by means of a vigorous mechanical removal of germs and bacteria from the surfaces treated. The action of benzalkonium chloride, a quaternary ammonium salt, is well-known for countering
Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria and fungi through the inactivation of energy-producing enzymes, the denaturation of cellular proteins and the breakage of cellular membranes. Recent studies
have shown that, even at very low concentrations, benzalkonium chloride is suitable for countering the
flu virus A (H1N1), enveloped viruses, including HBV – HCV and viruses belonging to the Coronavirus
family.
Thanks to its effectiveness, SANIT-ACTION CLEANER removes germs and bacteria that cause fermentation and bad odours, and so prevents their proliferation. It leaves a nice, fresh fragrance after use and
guarantees healthier, more pleasant environments.
The high wetting and cleaning power results in a considerable reduction of the surface tension and
excellent adhesion to the surfaces, allowing an in-depth penetration of the surfactants and the removal
of dirt in areas that are hard for traditional cleaners to reach.
Unlike other cleaning products on the market, Sanit-Action Cleaner has been formulated specifically for
wood floors and, due to the synergic combination of its components, it performs its sanitizing, cleaning
and deodorizing action with maximum efficiency, leaving the wood fibre unaltered.

